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Section 1
Key statistics
This year, 39,712 students from UK further and higher education took part in our student digital experience insights
survey (48% of these were from learners studying at further education and sixth form colleges and 52% were from
students studying at universities and higher education institutions). The survey was conducted between October
2019 and May 2020. In total, 64 organisations took part, 44 of these were based in England, 8 in Wales, 8 in
Scotland and 4 in Northern Ireland.
The highest response from a single organisation was 3,489 students and the overall average response rate was
621 responses per organisation.

Participation from further education (FE)

Participation from higher education (HE)

Responses:

Responses:

•

19,137 responses from FE/sixth form college
learners

•

36 different FE/sixth form colleges took part

Participation: 12% of UK FE and sixth form colleges
took part
Average response rate: 543
Gender: 51% female, 48% male, 1% other
Pre/post COVID-19: 65% of responses were
collected pre-COVID-19, 35% were collected postCOVID-19

•

20,575 responses from HE university students

•

28 different HE universities took part

Participation: 17% of UK universities and HE
institutions took part
Average response rate: 720
Gender: 64% female, 35% male, 1% other
Pre/post COVID-19: 90% of responses were
collected pre-COVID-19, 10% were collected postCOVID-19

COVID-19 pandemic

The COVID-19 pandemic occurred towards the end of the survey and has been a unique factor this year. 90% of students who
completed the survey did so before the lockdown on 23 March 2020 and the move to off campus learning; 10% completed it on
or after this date. While this may have influenced the responses of some students, attitudes and opinions generally take longer
to form and it would be methodologically unsound to assume that responses relate specifically to a pre- or post-COVID-19
experience.
Instead, we have drawn on the wealth of additional research on the impact of COVID-19 on learning and teaching alongside the
survey findings to look forward and consider how we can use this combined knowledge to better understand the role and
potential of technology in learning and to make positive improvements to the digital experience of all students.
The 2021 survey results will provide an opportunity to examine the impact of COVID-19 and how these compare to the mainly
pre-COVID-19 situation in the 2020 survey results.
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Section 2
What is the digital experience insights service?
See the digital experience through the eyes of your students and staff

The digital experience insights surveys allow organisations to collect valid, representative and actionable data from
their students and staff about the digital environment they offer and to understand how digital technologies are
used in learning and teaching as well as across the organisation.

The start of your journey

The survey findings support a process for engaging all users in shaping the digital experience and environment of
your college or university. They are an invaluable way of informing and driving change for your organisation,
providing data that contributes to digital strategy and helps to secure return on investment. Use the surveys to
gather baseline information and to measure and evidence change as digital development initiatives evolve.

Framing the bigger picture

The anonymised data collected in the surveys allows us to gain a national picture of student and staff digital
experiences and to monitor this over time, showing progress and highlighting issues of national concern. This
evidence-based research enables us to respond promptly to sector needs.

Key elements of our digital experience insights service
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Questions that focus on the digital experience and cover issues that are important to students and staff
Survey templates for students, teaching staff, researchers and professional services staff
The option to add a few of your own local questions at the end of your survey
Guidance on all aspects of implementing the surveys, analysing data and sharing findings
Support at every step of your insights journey (email, mailing list, start-up guidance)
Real-time access to your own responses
Sector benchmarking data
Results templates to help you summarise and share your findings with management teams, students and staff
Annual reports that highlight national issues
Membership of an active and vibrant community of practice with two events each year
Welsh translations of each version

You can find out more about the insights service and download the reports and resources from our website
digitalinsights.jisc.ac.uk.
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The survey instruments

All of our surveys are delivered and managed in Jisc online surveys (onlinesurveys.ac.uk), a service specially
developed for the UK education sector.
The survey instruments are based around concise question sets that have been developed in consultation with the
sector. Most of the questions map across the different surveys, allowing easy comparison of different staff/student
groups.
The questions are organised into four themes. In the student survey, these were:
•
•
•
•

Theme one: you and your technology
Theme two: technology at your organisation
Theme three: technology in your learning
Theme four: developing your digital skills

Welsh translations of each version are also available.
The core questions are locked so that they can be benchmarked across organisations. One page of each survey is
usually customisable so that organisations can add in additional questions pertinent to their local needs. This
option was not available for the pilot version of the researcher survey.

Additional resources and future publications

The following resources with additional commentary on key themes emerging from the survey accompany this
question-by-question analysis of findings:
•

Learner digital experience insights survey 2020: UK further education (FE) survey findings

•

Student digital experience insights survey 2020: UK higher education survey findings

The findings from our 2020 surveys for teaching staff and professional services staff will be published later this
year. This will allow organisations to compare the opinions of students with those of teaching staff and professional
services staff and to gain a deeper understanding and richer perspective. Findings of our pilot researcher survey
conducted in 2020 are also available.
Explore our growing collection of case studies (digitalinsights.jisc.ac.uk/case-study-listing) to see how other
organisations are making the most of the digital experience insights service.
You can find out more about the insights service and download the reports and resources from our website
digitalinsights.jisc.ac.uk.

Methodology

Methodology for the qualitative open-ended questions

The total response number per free text question was given after cleansing for spurious terms and symbols (Table
1). To produce weighted word clouds, any words appearing in fewer than 0.1% of responses were removed and
the remaining terms were cleansed and analysed. For shorter questions (Q16a and Q23), each term in the corpus
was then coded. For longer questions (Q28 and Q34) a subsample of 450 students who gave answers to both
questions, were randomly selected as a proportional representation of the two sectors (HE and FE) and the
organisations involved, and their answers only were coded. Finally, when investigating the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic, the whole corpus of responses was searched for the following key terms: ‘pandemic’, ‘COVID-19’ and
‘corona’. There were 35 comments from 18 organisations (11 FE; 6 HE) that included these terms.
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TABLE 1. TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONSES TO FREE TEXT QUESTIONS , AFTER REMOVING SPURIOUS TERMS AND
SYMBOLS

Question

HE

FE

Total (HE and FE)

Q16a

8,442

5,639

14,081

Q23

11,707

10,604

22,311

Q28

11,029

7,899

18,928

Q34

8,297

5,563

13,860

Responses that included
COVID-19 related term

16

25

41

The question set

The core question set contains 34 questions. These often have sub-questions making the total number of individual
questions a maximum of 58. All questions were optional so that learners could leave questions blank if they did not
wish to answer. This year we carried out a substantial refresh across all the insights surveys to ensure the
questions asked were up to date and relevant, and to word more questions in a way that facilitated a direct
comparison across the student, teaching staff and professional services staff surveys. For the 2020/21 academic
year we will again refresh the question sets to capture COVID-19 related issues and also to facilitate comparisons
across all four digital experience insights surveys (ie including the researcher survey).
Most questions were locked (standardised across all insights surveys) to allow benchmark comparisons. One page
was customisable so that organisations could add additional questions pertinent to their local needs.
There were two versions of the student survey available; one for FE and one for HE students. The questions were
identical in both, except for question 2 (“what level is the course you’re studying?”) which will differ depending on
the sector the student is in.

Timing of data collection

The student surveys were available to organisations from October 2019 to the end of May 2020. Organisations
could choose how long they wished to keep their surveys open but were advised by Jisc to allow between two to
four weeks to capture student responses.

Response rates

All closed questions had a non-response rate of 2.5% or less (most less than 2% non-response), other than
question Q20.3.a (‘In your own learning time, how often do you use digital tools or apps to access recorded
lectures?”) which had a non-response rate of 3.4%.
As in 2018/19, the low non-response rate indicates that the question set is robust overall and that students find it
interesting and worth answering.

Participating organisations

A total of 64 organisations ran at least one of the insights survey versions (FE and HE) and collected at least five
responses. Of these 64 organisations, 63% had also taken part in last year’s (2018/19) insights student survey.
36 were from FE or sixth form colleges and 28 were from HE organisations. This represents participation from
approximately 12% of UK FE/sixth form colleges and 17% of UK HE. A list of these organisations can be found in
appendix 1 at the end of this report.
The mean average ± standard deviation of respondents was 621 ± 650 per organisation. Eight of the 64 institutions
contributed fewer than 100 responses and 12 contributed more than 1000 responses.
The smallest FE or sixth form college had 500 students; the largest had 20,000. On average, participating colleges
had a mean ± standard deviation of 6,674 ± 4,857 students (full and part time).
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The smallest participating university/HE organisation had 1,200 students in total; the largest had 43,000. On
average, participating universities had a mean ± standard deviation of 18,662 ± 11,263 students (full and part time).
On average, FE and sixth form colleges collected responses from around 15% of their total learner population,
while universities/HE organisations collected responses from around 5% of their total student population.
Some used more than one version of the survey and, as a result, there is not a one-to-one relationship between the
organisational type (Table 2) and the insights survey versions used (Table 3).
TABLE 2.THE NUMBER OF EACH TYPE OF LEARNING PROVIDER
Learning provider type

Number of each type involved in this service

University/HE organisation

28

FE college

32

Sixth form college

4

Total

64

TABLE 3. LEARNER GROUP DESCRIPTIONS
Insights
survey
type/learner
group

Learner group description

FE

Learners studying for a qualification that is not a degree, within a FE/sixth form college setting.

HE

Learners studying for a degree. Nearly always in a university setting, although some FE
colleges offer degree-level courses.

TABLE 4. THE NUMBER OF STUDENT RESPONSES AND PARTICIPATING ORGANISATIONS PER UK NATION (NOTE NATION
OF STUDENT IS BASED ON WHERE THEIR ORGANISATION IS LOCATED , NOT WHERE STUDENTS LIVE )
UK nation

No of responses

% responses

No of organisations

England

26,076

66%

44

Wales

3,381

9%

8

Scotland

6,918

17%

8

Northern Ireland

3,337

8%

4

Total

39,712

100%

64
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TABLE 5. THE NUMBER OF ORGANISATIONS AND STUDENT RESPONSES PER INSIGHTS SURVEY LEARNER VERSION .
NOTE THAT AN ORGANISATION CAN RUN MORE THAN ONE TYPE OF INSIGHTS SURVEY , HENCE THE TOTAL (73)
EXCEEDS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ORGANISATIONS WHO TOOK PART THIS YEAR (64)
Insights survey
type/learner group

No of organisations

No of responses

% responses

FE survey

37

19,137

48%

HE survey

36

20,575

52%

Total

73

39,712

100%

TABLE 6. THE NUMBER OF STUDENT RESPONSES PER ORGANISATIONAL SETTING
Organisational setting

No of responses

% responses

Insights versions used
across the
organisational group

University/HE organisation 20,165

51%

HE survey

FE college

16,450

41%

FE survey

Sixth form college

3,097

8%

FE survey

Total

39,712

100%

Participating students

Providers chose how they recruited student participants, with guidance from the service team. For the student-level
analysis we treated the entire population of responses from each sector as a sample in its own right. We then
investigated how representative it is likely to be of the sector overall by comparing the sample with national student
data. The proportion of student responses broken down by age, gender, nation where student studies and level of
course are summarised in Table 7, Table 8, Table 9 and Table 10
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Is our sample representative?

The estimate of the UK HE population size is in the region of 2.4 million1 and the UK FE population size is in the
region of 2.2 million2.
TABLE 7. A COMPARISON OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF FE STUDENTS ACROSS THE FOUR UK NATIONS AGAINST THE
INSIGHTS SAMPLE ( NOTE NATION OF STUDENT IS BASED ON WHERE THEIR ORGANISATION IS LOCATED , NOT WHERE
THEY LIVE )
Total FE
student
population3

FE insights
survey 2018/19

Total FE
student
population4

FE insights
survey 2019/20

England

78%

80%

76%

78%

Scotland

12%

0%

12%

2%

Wales

5%

12%

5%

14%

Northern Ireland

5%

8%

7%

5%

TABLE 8. A COMPARISON OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF HE STUDENTS ACROSS THE FOUR UK NATIONS AGAINST THE
INSIGHTS SAMPLE ( NOTE NATION OF STUDENT IS BASED ON WHERE THEIR ORGANISATION IS LOCATED , NOT WHERE
THEY LIVE )
Total HE
student
population5

HE insights
survey 2018/19

Total HE
student
population6

HE insights
survey 2019/20

England

82%

57%

82%

54%

Scotland

10%

32%

11%

32%

Wales

6%

6%

5%

3%

Northern Ireland

2%

5%

2%

11%

•

When we look at data across the four nations of the UK, the FE student data in this report over-represents
students in Wales and under-represents those in Scotland (Table 7).

•

The HE data in this report over-represents students in Scotland, as well as Northern Ireland and underrepresents those in England (Table 8).

•

The insights survey data over-represents FE students aged 18 and under and under-represents FE students
aged 25 and over compared to the total FE student population. However, the insights survey data closely
represents the FE student breakdown by gender compared to the total FE student population. Note this only
compares FE students studying at institutions in England and Wales due to the availability of data at the sector
level (Table 9).

HESA (Higher Education Statistics Agency) 2018/19
England: ESFA Financial Management College Accounts 2018/19, Wales: StatsWales 2018/19, Scotland:
Scottish Funding Council 2018/19 and Northern Ireland: Department for the Economy 2018/19
3 England: ESFA Financial Management College Accounts 2017/18, Wales: StatsWales 2017/18, Scotland:
Scottish Funding Council 2017/18 and Northern Ireland: Department for the Economy 2017/18
4 England: ESFA Financial Management College Accounts 2017/18, Wales: StatsWales 2018/19, Scotland:
Scottish Funding Council 2018/19 and Northern Ireland: Department for the Economy 2018/19
5 HESA 2017/18
6 HESA 2018/19
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•

The insights survey data over-represents male HE students and under-represents female HE students
compared to the total HE student population. However, the insights survey data closely represents the HE
student breakdown by age compared to the total HE student population (Table 10).

•

The insights survey data over-represents HE post-graduate taught students and under-represents HE undergraduate students compared to the total HE student population (Table 10).

TABLE 9. A COMPARISON OF THE NATIONAL FE STUDENT DATA FOR AGE AND GENDER IN COMPARISON WITH THE FE
INSIGHTS DATA

Total FE student population in
England7

FE insights
survey
2018/19

Total FE
student
population8

FE insights
survey
2019/20

Age: 18 and under

41%

78%

29%

80%

Age: 19-24

59%

15%

17%

14%

Age: 25+

59%

8%

54%

7%

Gender: male

No data source available this year

48%

46%

48%

Gender: female

No data source available this year

51%

54%

51%

Gender: other

No data source available this year

1%

0%

1%

TABLE 10. A COMPARISON OF THE NATIONAL HE STUDENT DATA FOR AGE , GENDER AND LEVEL OF COURSE IN
COMPARISON WITH THE HE INSIGHTS DATA
Total HE
student
population9

HE insights
survey
2018/19

Total HE
student
population10

HE insights
survey
2019/20

Age: 18 and under

11%

10%

11%

10%

Age: 19-24

58%

63%

58%

60%

Age: 25+

31%

28%

31%

30%

Gender: male

43%

36%

43%

35%

Gender: female

57%

63%

57%

64%

Gender: other

0%

1%

0%

1%

Level of course: foundation

2%

4%

1%

4%

Level of course: under-graduate

82%

72%

82%

72%

Level of course: post-graduate taught

16%

23%

17%

23%

Total FE student population only includes England for both the age and gender breakdowns - 2017/18
Total FE student population only includes England and Wales for the age breakdown. For the gender breakdown
it includes all four nations of the UK – 2018/19 (except for England 2017/18)
9 HESA 2017/18 (all UK nations)
10 HESA 2018/19 (all UK nations)
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Uses and limitations of this data

This report contains a question-by-question summary of all the further and higher education student-level data.
This allows all student voices to be heard. The data is not weighted to match the national student population (eg by
age, gender or level of course) and we advise against comparing at the level of individual percentage points across
the years, especially as the questions and answer options have evolved over time.
Different organisations have taken part in the survey year-on-year, so we advise against making direct
comparisons across the years, even when the question wording is exactly the same. A more valid use of these
findings would be to compare the experiences of further versus higher education students in this specific year.
In order to compare between sectors and organisational groups the data was grouped by organisations and
analysed statistically. This allowed robust comparisons between institutional variables (eg National Student Survey
(NSS) or Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) rating of universities).
Charts and tables in this report may have totals that do not add up to 100%. This is due to rounding.
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Section 3
What the data tells us: question-by-question analysis
Theme one: you and your technology

Q5. Do you use any assistive technologies?

Students were asked whether they used any of four named assistive technologies and were asked to tick all that
applied (Figure 1). The technologies included screen readers (text to speech), dictation (speech to text), alternative
input devices (eg switches) and/or screen magnification. Students also had the option to say that they used none of
these technologies.

•

HE students were more likely than FE learners to cite using each of the four named assistive technologies

•

11% of HE students said that they used screen readers (text to speech), compared to 6% of FE learners

•

9% of HE students cited using dictation (speech to text), compared to 4% of FE learners

•

Similarly, 7% of HE students said that they used screen magnification, compared to 3% of FE learners

•

Very few citied using alternative input devices (eg switches) (FE: 2%, HE: 3%)

•

In total, 10% of FE and 19% of HE students stated they used at least one of the four listed assistive
technologies

•

The vast majority of students (both FE and HE) stated they did not use any of the four named assistive
technologies listed (FE:88%, HE:80%) although, they may still have used assistive technology, just none of the
four listed here

FIGURE 1. THE PERCENTAGE OF FE AND HE STUDENTS WHO SAID THAT THEY USED ANY OF FOUR NAMED ASSISTIVE
TECHNOLOGIES ( OR NONE OF THEM )

88%
80%

FE
HE
6%

11%

4%

9%
2% 3%

Screen readers
Dictation
Alternative
(text to speech) (speech to text) input devices
(eg switches)

3%

7%

Screen
magnification

None of these
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Q5a. Has your organisation offered you any support to use assistive technologies?

Students who said they had used at least one of the assistive technologies listed in question 5 were asked whether
their organisation offered them any support to use assistive technologies and could choose to answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
Percentage summary results are shown in Figure 2.
FIGURE 2. THE PERCENTAGE OF FE AND HE STUDENTS WHO SAID THAT THEY USED AT LEAST ONE OF FOUR NAMED
ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGIES LISTED IN QUESTION 5 AND THAT THEIR ORGANISATION OFFERED THEM SUPPORT TO USE
ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGIES

61%
51%

49%
39%

FE
HE

Yes

No

Even though FE learners were less likely to say they used at least one of the assistive technologies listed in
question 5, they were more likely than HE students (FE: 61%, HE: 51%) to say their organisation had offered them
support in using assistive technologies.
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Q6. Which of these personally owned devices do you use for learning? Tick all that apply

Students were asked which of four types of device they personally owned and used to support their learning. They
could tick more than one choice and also had the option of selecting ‘none of these’. Percentage summary results
are shown in Figure 3.
•

HE students were much more likely than FE learners to state that they used a personally owned laptop for their
learning, (FE: 68%, HE: 93%)

•

Whilst a high percentage of students said that they used personally owned laptops, the figure needs to be
treated with caution, as it is unclear whether these laptops being used are of a sufficiently high specification to
fulfil all students’ learning needs

•

Smartphones were the most frequently cited personally owned device used for learning for FE learners, and
the second most frequently cited for HE students) (FE: 82%, HE: 83%)

•

Relatively few students said that they used a personally owned a desktop (FE: 28%, HE: 21%) or tablet for
their learning (FE: 25%, HE: 29%)

•

3% of FE learners did not use any of the four personally owned devices listed for their learning, the figure was
0% for HE students

FIGURE 3. THE PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS WHO SAID THEY PERSONALLY OWNED AND USED EACH OF FOUR NAMED
DEVICES TO SUPPORT THEIR LEARNING ( COULD TICK MORE THAN ONE CHOICE )

93%
82% 83%
68%

FE
HE
28%

25%

29%

21%

3% 0%

Desktop

Laptop

Tablet

Smartphone None of these
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Q7. Which of these organisationally owned devices do you use for learning?

Students were asked which of four types of organisationally owned devices they used for learning. They could tick
more than one choice and had the option of selecting ‘none of these’. Percentage summary results are shown in
Figure 4.
•

The most frequently cited organisationally owned device used by students for learning was a desktop computer
(FE: 52%, HE 56%)

•

The second most frequently cited organisationally owned device used by students for learning was a laptop
computer (FE: 44%, HE 26%)

•

Although 26% of FE learners used an organisationally owned smartphone in their learning, only 10% of HE
students did so

•

Very few students used an organisationally owned tablet in their learning (FE: 14%, HE 6%)

•

14% of FE learners and 26% of HE students said that they used none of the organisationally owned devices
listed for their learning

FIGURE 4. THE PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS WHO SAID THEY USED EACH OF THE NAMED ORGANISATIONALLY OWNED
DEVICES TO SUPPORT THEIR LEARNING ( COULD TICK MORE THAN ONE CHOICE )

56%
52%
44%

FE
26%

26%

26%

HE

14%

14%

10%
6%

Desktop

Laptop

Tablet

Smartphone None of these
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Q8. Which best describes your attitude to technology?

Students were asked to choose one of three statements that best described their attitude to technology.
Percentage summary results are shown in Figure 5.
•

Approximately half of students said they enjoyed trying out new and innovative technologies (FE: 49%, HE
54%)

•

Less than half of students said they were comfortable using mainstream technologies (FE: 45%, HE 43%)

•

Very few students said they preferred not to use technology unless they had to (FE: 6%, HE 4%)

FIGURE 5. THE PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS WHO SAID THAT THEY EITHER ENJOYED TRYING OUT NEW AND INNOVATIVE
TECHNOLOGIES , WERE COMFORTABLE USING MAINSTREAM TECHNOLOGIES OR THAT THEY PREFERRED NOT TO USE
TECHNOLOGY UNLESS THEY HAD TO

54%

49%
45%

43%

FE
HE

6%

I enjoy trying out new and
innovative technologies

I’m comfortable using mainstream
technologies

4%

I prefer not to use technology
unless I have to
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Q9. Do you actively help others to develop their digital skills?

Students were asked to say how often they actively helped others to develop their digital skills. They could choose
one from three options and answer ‘yes, often’, ‘sometimes’, or ‘never’. Percentage summary results are shown in
Figure 6.
•

When asked if they actively helped others develop their digital skills, the majority of students said ‘sometimes’
(FE: 63%, HE 60%)

•

When asked if they actively helped others to develop their skills, approximately a quarter of students said ‘yes,
often’ (FE: 25%, HE 27%)

•

Very few students said that they ‘never’ actively helped others to develop their digital skills (FE: 13%, HE 14%)

FIGURE 6. THE PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS WHO SAID THAT THEY ACTIVELY HELPED OTHERS TO DEVELOP THEIR
DIGITAL SKILLS , CHOOSING TO ANSWER EITHER ‘YES , OFTEN , ‘SOMETIMES ’, OR ‘NEVER ’

63%

60%

FE

HE
25%

27%

13%

Yes, often

Sometimes

14%

Never
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Q10. Overall, how confident are you at trying out new technologies?

Students were asked to say how confident they felt at trying out new technologies. They could tick one statement
from a range of five options ranging from ‘very confident’ to ‘not at all confident’. Percentage summary results are
shown in Figure 7.
•

Approximately three quarters of students said that they were either ‘very’ or ‘quite’ confident at trying out new
technologies (FE: 72%, HE 76%)

•

Only 5% of FE and 7% of HE students said that they were either ‘not very’ or ‘not at all’ confident at trying out
new technologies

FIGURE 7. THE PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS WHO RATED THEIR CONFIDENCE IN TRYING OUT NEW TECHNOLOGIES AS
EITHER ‘VERY CONFIDENT ’, ‘QUITE CONFIDENT ’, ‘NEUTRAL ’, ‘NOT VERY CONFIDENT ’, OR ‘NOT AT ALL CONFIDENT ’

46%

40%
32%

30%

FE
23%

HE
17%

4%

6%

1%
Very confident

Quite confident

Neutral

Not very confident

1%

Not at all confident
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Theme two: technology at your organisation
Q11. Which of these do you have access to at your organisation whenever you need them?

Students were asked which of six named resources and services they had access to at their organisation whenever
they needed them. They could tick more than one choice and had the opportunity to say ‘none of these’ if none
applied. Percentage summary results are shown in Figure 8.
•

Only 68% of FE learners said they had access to reliable wifi at their organisation whenever they needed it as
opposed to 81% of HE students

•

40% or fewer students said they had access to online skills training resources at their organisation whenever
they needed it (FE: 32%, HE 40%)

•

HE students were much more likely than FE learners to say they had access to online course materials (FE:
73%, HE 89%), e-books and journals (FE: 32%, HE 81%) and recorded lectures (FE: 13%, HE 51%) at their
organisation whenever they needed them

•

Around half of students (FE: 50%, HE 54%) said they had access to file storage and backup at their
organisation whenever they needed it

•

5% of FE learners said they did not have access to any of the listed resources and services (the figure for HE
students was 1%)

FIGURE 8. THE PERCENTAGE OF FE AND HE STUDENTS WHO SAID THAT THEY HAD ACCESS TO SIX TYPES OF DIGITAL
RESOURCE /SERVICE WHENEVER THEY NEEDED THEM (THEY COULD TICK MORE THAN ONE CHOICE AND HAD THE
OPTION TO SAY IF THEY HAD ACCESS TO NONE OF THESE )

68%

Reliable wifi

81%

73%

Online course materials

89%

32%

e-books and e-journals

81%

50%
File storage and back-up

HE

54%

13%

Recorded lectures

51%

32%

Online skills training resources

None of these

FE

39%

5%
1%
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Q12. How much do you agree that …

Students were asked how much they agreed with three statements about aspects of their digital environment. They
could choose to ‘agree’, remain ‘neutral’, or ‘disagree’. Percentage summary results are shown in Figure 9 and
Figure 10.
•

Around half of students agreed that their teaching spaces were well designed for technology use (FE: 51%, HE
53%); however, 6% of FE learners and 11% of HE students disagreed

•

HE students were slightly more likely to agree than FE learners that the software used on their course was
industry standard and up to date (FE: 58%, HE 64%)

•

Similarly HE students were also slightly more likely to agree than FE learners that the system for submitting
work and getting feedback worked well (FE: 56%, HE 65%)

FIGURE 9. THE PERCENTAGE OF FE LEARNERS WHO AGREED , HAD A NEUTRAL OPINION OR DISAGREED WHEN ASKED
ABOUT THREE ASPECTS OF THEIR DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT

Teaching spaces are well designed for technology
use
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standard and up to date
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36%
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feedback works well

56%

36%

8%

Agree
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Disagree
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FIGURE 10. THE PERCENTAGE OF HE STUDENTS WHO AGREED , HAD A NEUTRAL OPINION OR DISAGREED WHEN ASKED
ABOUT THREE ASPECTS OF THEIR DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT

Teaching spaces are well designed for technology
use
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Q13. How much do you agree that …

Students were asked how much they agreed with three statements about their opportunities to be involved in
decisions about digital services, whether their organisation had told them how their data was collected and used
and whether their organisation helped them to track their grades/progress. They could choose to ‘agree’, remain
‘neutral’, or ‘disagree’. Percentage summary results are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12.
•

Only 26% of FE and 17% of HE students agreed that they got the chance to be involved in decisions about
digital services, 28% of FE and 41% of HE students disagreed with the statement

•

Only just over a third of students agreed that their organisation had told them how their data was collected and
used (FE: 37%, HE 36%). 21% of FE and 27% of HE students disagreed with the statement

•

66% of FE and 64% of HE students agreed that their organisation helped them to track their grades/progress

FIGURE 11. THE PERCENTAGE OF FE LEARNERS WHO AGREED , HAD A NEUTRAL OPINION , OR DISAGREED WHEN
ASKED ABOUT THREE ASPECTS RELATING TO THEIR OPPORTUNITIES TO BE INVOLVED IN DECISIONS ABOUT DIGITAL
SERVICES , WHETHER THEIR ORGANISATION HAD TOLD THEM HOW THEIR DATA WAS COLLECTED AND USED AND
WHETHER THEIR ORGANISATION HELPED THEM TO TRACK THEIR GRADES /PROGRESS

You get the chance to be involved in decisions
about digital services

26%

Your organisation has told you how your data is
collected and used

Your organisation helps you to track your
grades/progress

Agree

Neutral

47%

37%

28%

42%

66%

21%

29%

5%

Disagree
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FIGURE 12. THE PERCENTAGE OF HE STUDENTS WHO AGREED , HAD A NEUTRAL OPINION , OR DISAGREED WHEN
ASKED ABOUT THREE ASPECTS RELATING TO THEIR OPPORTUNITIES TO BE INVOLVED IN DECISIONS ABOUT DIGITAL
SERVICES , WHETHER THEIR ORGANISATION HAD TOLD THEM HOW THEIR DATA WAS COLLECT ED AND USED AND
WHETHER THEIR ORGANISATION HELPED THEM TO TRACK THEIR GRADES /PROGRESS

You get the chance to be involved in decisions
about digital services

Your organisation has told you how your data is
collected and used

17%

42%
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Q14. How much do you agree that your learning environment is …

Students were asked how much they agreed with three statements about their learning environment. They could
choose to ‘agree’, remain ‘neutral’, or ‘disagree’. Percentage summary results are shown in Figure 13 and Figure
14.
•

FE learners were less likely than HE students to agree that their learning environment was reliable (FE: 64%,
HE 71%)

•

However, FE learners were more likely than HE students to agree than their learning environment was easy to
navigate (FE: 60%, HE 54%)

•

A similar percentage of FE and HE students agreed that their learning environment was well designed (FE:
56%, HE 57%)

FIGURE 13. THE PERCENTAGE OF FE LEARNERS WHO AGREED, HAD A NEUTRAL OPINION OR DISAGREED WHEN ASKED
ABOUT VARIOUS ASPECTS OF THEIR LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
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FIGURE 14. THE PERCENTAGE OF HE STUDENTS WHO AGREED , HAD A NEUTRAL OPINION OR DISAGREED WHEN ASKED
ABOUT VARIOUS ASPECTS OF THEIR LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
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Q15. In the last week, which of these activities have you used your learning environment for?

Students were asked which of five activities they had used their learning environment for in the last week and had
the option to select ‘none of these’ if none applied. Percentage summary results are shown in Figure 15.
•

HE students were much more likely than FE learners to state that they had used their learning environment to
check course dates or deadlines in the past week (FE: 61%, HE 81%)

•

Just over half of students stated that they had used their learning environment to submit coursework in the past
week (FE: 58%, HE 56%)

•

FE learners were much more likely than HE students to state that they had used their learning environment to
discuss coursework with other students in the past week (FE: 37%, HE 25%)

•

FE learners were slightly more likely than HE students to state that they had used their learning environment to
take a quiz in the past week (FE: 33%, HE 26%)

•

Only around a third of FE and HE students (21%) stated that they had used their learning environment to work
with other students on a shared presentation or report in the past week

•

13% of FE and 10% of HE students said they hadn’t carried out any of the activities listed in their learning
environment in the past week

FIGURE 15. THE PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS WHO SAID THAT THEY HAD USED THEIR LEARNING ENVIRONMENT IN THE
LAST WEEK TO CARRY OUT THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES
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Check course dates or deadlines
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Q16 and 16a. In the last week, have you used any other apps or platforms outside of the learning
environment to discuss or collaborate on coursework with other students?
Students were asked whether they had used any other apps or platforms outside of the learning environment to
discuss or collaborate on coursework with other students in the last week. They could choose to answer ‘yes’ or
‘no’. If they answered ‘yes’ they were asked to state what apps or platforms they used. Percentage summary
results for question 16 are shown in Figure 16.
•

Only just over a third of FE learners, and fewer than a half of HE students, said that they had used other apps
or platforms outside of the learning environment to discuss or collaborate on coursework with other students
(FE: 31%, HE: 43%)

•

While FE learners were less likely to use apps or platforms outside their learning environment to discuss
coursework with other learners, they were still more likely to discuss coursework with other learners overall
(see question 15 above), either within or outside their learning environment platform

FIGURE 16. THE PERCENTAGE OF FE AND HE STUDENTS WHO SAID THAT THEY HAD USED OTHER APPS OR
PLATFORMS OUTSIDE OF THEIR LEARNING ENVIRONMENT IN THE LAST WEEK TO DISCUSS OR COLLABORATE ON
COURSEWORK WITH OTHER LEARNERS

69%

57%

43%

FE

31%

HE

Yes

No
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Question 16a was a free text question that asked students to name an app or platform they used outside of their
learning environment to discuss and collaborate with other students. 5,639 FE and 8,442 HE students answered
this question.
Figure 17 shows the weighted word count of terms used by FE learners when describing the apps or platforms they
used outside of their learning environment to discuss and collaborate with other learners. There were 124 different
terms that appeared in five or more responses.
Figure 18 shows the weighted word count of terms used by HE students when describing useful digital tools and
apps used in their learning. There were 95 different terms that appeared in seven or more responses.
FIGURE 17. A WORD CLOUD ILLUSTRATING THE FREQUENCY OF TERMS USED BY ALL FE LEARNERS WHO RESPONDED
TO THE QUESTION ‘WHICH APPS OR PLATFORMS OUTSIDE OF THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT HAVE YOU USED TO
DISCUSS OR COLLABORATE ON COURSEWORK WITH OTHER LEARNERS ?’
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FIGURE 18. A WORD CLOUD ILLUSTRATING THE FREQUENCY OF TERMS USED BY ALL HE STUDENTS WHO RESPONDED
TO THE QUESTION ‘WHICH APPS OR PLATFORMS OUTSIDE OF THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT HAVE YOU USED TO
DISCUSS OR COLLABORATE ON COURSEWORK WITH OTHER STUDENTS ?’
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TABLE 11. THE RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF APPLICATION TYPES IDENTIFIED BY FE LEARNERS WHEN ASKED ‘WHICH
APPS OR PLATFORMS OUTSIDE OF THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT HAVE YOU USED TO DISCUSS OR COLLABORATE ON
COURSEWORK WITH OTHER LEARNERS ?’

Code

Number of items

As a % of all FE responses

Social media

3,476

61.6%

Video conferencing

1,151

20.4%

Communication

811

14.4%

Learning environment

348

6.2%

Quiz and test

127

2.3%

Writing

114

2.0%

Online learning

107

1.9%

Device

101

1.8%

File management

84

1.5%

Productivity

62

1.1%

Presentation

54

1.0%

Online research

49

0.9%

Specialist

37

0.7%

Collaboration

34

0.6%

Note making

25

0.4%

Curation

23

0.4%

Leisure

18

0.3%

e-portfolio

6

0.1%

Data analysis

5

0.1%

Study aid

5

0.1%
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TABLE 12. THE RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF APPLICATION TYPES IDENTIFIED BY HE STUDENTS WHEN ASKED ‘WHICH
APPS OR PLATFORMS OUTSIDE OF THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT HAVE YOU USED TO DISCUSS OR COLLABORATE ON
COURSEWORK WITH OTHER STUDENTS ?’

Code

Number of items

As a % of all HE responses

Social media

6,245

74.0%

Communication

2,545

30.1%

Video conferencing

841

10.0%

Writing

813

9.6%

File management

695

8.2%

Productivity

240

2.8%

Presentation

237

2.8%

Collaboration

136

1.6%

Learning environment

92

1.1%

Coding

54

0.6%

Note making

40

0.5%

Device

39

0.5%

Online research

36

0.4%

Quiz and test

34

0.4%

Online learning

31

0.4%

Data analysis

15

0.2%

Design

9

0.1%

In both sectors, unsurprisingly, the main means of discussing and collaborating was reported to be social media
such as WhatsApp, Snapchat and Facebook, followed by communication tools such as email and Messenger, and
videoconferencing platforms such as Teams and Zoom. Among social media, Facebook was more widely cited in
HE than in FE. Messaging apps were considerably more widely used than email for communication.
Video conferencing platforms such as Teams, Skype, Zoom, and Google Hangouts make a strong showing in both
sectors, though more strongly in FE. Survey data was collected across the start of lockdown, which may well
account for this finding.
The numbers below these three categories drop away quickly, but it appears that HE students are more likely to
collaborate on productive tasks (presenting, sharing files, writing and coding) while FE learners are more likely to
collaborate around learning resources and applications (their college learning platform and open platforms such as
BBC Bitesize, YouTube and Kahn Academy).
The capacity to create groups within communication platforms means that they can no longer easily be
differentiated from social media. Similarly, many productivity apps are simultaneously apps for collaboration, most
noticeably the Google suite (Slides, Docs, Sheets). It is interesting to see students citing these apps not only as
their preferred means of collaborating (Q16), but also as their preferred apps for learning overall (Q23).
Productivity tools are showing a degree of churn year-on-year, with some students using organisational platforms
such as Outlook, and others choosing a much more eclectic mix of personal apps. Box makes a new entry as an
organising tool.
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Quiz and test is perhaps an unexpected category to find in a question about collaboration. Usually associated with
teacher-led activity, it seems more students are engaging with each other around revision activities such as taking
online quizzes and designing flashcards. For example, (Study) Blue allows students to upload class materials,
create flashcards to study and share, and practice quizzes.
Although students were explicitly directed away from official learning platforms, many FE learners mentioned apps
that are widely used as learning platforms. For example, Century offers personalised ‘micro interventions’ and freestanding content for revision, as well as structures for teachers to upload their own content. Is this a learning
platform, a study aid, or a source of online learning content? This suggests that FE colleges in particular are
purchasing apps that are not directly linked to class learning, but to more general habits of online study.

Q17. How much do you agree that your organisation …

Students were asked how much they agreed with three statements about aspects of organisational support and
provision. They could choose to ‘agree’, remain ‘neutral’, or ‘disagree’ with each. Data is summarised in Figure 19
and Figure 20.
•

Only 63% of FE learners agreed that their organisation let them access online systems and services from
anywhere compared to 80% of HE students.

•

HE students were more likely to agree that their organisation supported them to use their own digital devices,
compared to FE learners (FE: 57%, HE 68%)

•

75% of HE students agreed that their organisation communicated effectively online (email, messages,
notifications) compared to 64% of FE learners

FIGURE 19. THE PERCENTAGE OF FE LEARNERS WHO AGREED , HAD A NEUTRAL OPINION , OR DISAGREED WHEN
ASKED ABOUT VARIOUS ASPECTS OR ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT AND PROVISION

Supports you to use your own digital devices
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37%
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31%
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FIGURE 20. THE PERCENTAGE OF HE STUDENTS WHO AGREED , HAD A NEUTRAL OPINION , OR DISAGREED WHEN
ASKED ABOUT VARIOUS ASPECTS OR ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT AND PROVISION

Supports you to use your own digital devices

Lets you access online systems and services from
anywhere

Communicates effectively online (eg email,
messaging, notifications)
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Q18. Which of these would be most useful to you?

Students were asked which of four choices would be most useful to them as a learner in terms of the availability of
computers in computer rooms, more laptops/tablets available in class, more laptops/tablets available on long term
loan or none of these options. They could only tick one choice. Results are summarised in Figure 21.
•

FE learners were most likely to say that more laptops/tablets available in class would be most useful to them,
but this was the least cited choice by HE students (FE: 34%, HE 17%)

•

HE students were most likely to say that none of the choices offered would be useful to them (possibly due to
already having access to suitable equipment). This was also the response from nearly a quarter of FE learners
(FE: 24%, HE 37%)

•

Similar percentages of FE and HE students cited more computers in computer rooms as being most useful to
them (FE: 27%, HE 26%)

•

More laptops or tablets on long term loan was cited as being the least useful to both FE and HE students (FE:
16%, HE: 20%)

FIGURE 21. THE PERCENTAGE OF FE AND HE STUDENTS WHO , WHEN ASKED WHICH OF THESE CHOICES WOULD BE
MOST USEFUL TO THEM , SAID … ( COULD ONLY TICK ONE CHOICE )
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Q19. Overall, how would you rate the quality of your organisation’s digital provision (software,
hardware, learning environment)?

Students were asked to rate the quality of their organisation’s digital provision (eg software, hardware and learning
environment) using a Likert scale of adjectives derived from the system usability scale 11. Percentage summary
results are shown in Figure 22.
•

75% of FE and 85% of HE students rated the quality of their organisation’s digital provision as ‘good’,
‘excellent’ or ‘best imaginable’

•

Only 5% of FE and 3% of HE students rated the quality of their organisation’s digital provision as ‘poor’, ‘awful’
or the ‘worst imaginable’

FIGURE 22. THE RATING SCORES FROM FE AND HE STUDENTS WHEN ASKED TO PROVIDE AN OVERALL QUALITY
RATING FOR THEIR ORGANISATION ’S DIGITAL PROVISION ( INCLUDING SOFTWARE , HARDWARE , AND LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT )

47% 47%

35%

24%
20%
12%
4% 3%
Best
imaginable

3% 2%
Excellent

Good

Average

FE

Poor

1% 1%

1% 0%

Awful
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imaginable

HE

The aim of this adjective scale is to create something that is more interesting and holds more meaning to people
than a 1 – 10 scale. For the original open source reference for this work – and a copy of the SUS statements –
please see uxpajournal.org/wp-content/uploads/pdf/JUS_Bangor_May2009.pdf
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Theme three: technology in your learning
Q20. In your own learning time, how often do you use digital tools or apps to …

Students were asked how often they carried out four different named digital activities during their own learning time
(make notes or recordings, access course materials online, access recorded lectures, look for additional resources
not recommended by your lecturer). They could answer ‘weekly or more’, ‘monthly or less’ or ‘never. Percentage
summary results are shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24.
•

HE students used digital tools or apps more frequently than FE learners across all four named activities

•

For FE learners the most common weekly digital tool or apps activity was accessing course materials online
(74%), followed by making notes or recordings (54%) and looking for additional resources not recommended
by their lecturer (49%)

•

For HE students the most common weekly digital tool or apps activity was accessing course materials online
(93%), followed by making notes or recordings (66%) and looking for additional resources not recommended
by their lecturer (65%)

•

For both FE and HE students the least common weekly digital tool or apps activity was accessing recorded
lectures (FE: 22%, HE 42%). Just over half of FE learners said they never accessed recorded lectures (51%),
but this could be because recorded lectures are perhaps less available in FE rather than learners not choosing
to access them

FIGURE 23. THE PERCENTAGE OF FE LEARNERS WHO SAID THAT THEY CARRIED OUT THE FOLLOWING DIGITAL
ACTIVITIES AS PART OF THEIR LEARNING , EITHER ‘WEEKLY OR MORE ’, ‘MONTHLY OR LESS ’, OR ‘NEVER’
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FIGURE 24. THE PERCENTAGE OF HE STUDENTS WHO SAID THAT THEY CARRIED OUT THE FOLLOWING DIGITAL
ACTIVITIES AS PART OF THEIR LEARNING , EITHER ‘WEEKLY OR MORE ’, ‘MONTHLY OR LESS ’, OR ‘NEVER’
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Q21. Who supports you most to use technology in your learning?

Students were asked ‘who supports you most to use technology in your learning?’ and were provided with a list of
five options (other students, lecturers on my course, other support staff, friends and family or online videos and
resources). Percentage summary results are shown in Figure 25:
•

Both FE and HE students were most likely to say that lecturers on their course supported them most to use
technology in their learning. This was particularly the case for FE learners (FE: 50%, HE 34%). However, it
may be that FE learners were more likely to be guided by their lecturers and the information given to them
rather than searching for it independently

•

HE students were more likely than FE learners to say that other students (FE: 18%, HE 25%) and online videos
and resources (FE: 15%, HE 28%) supported them most to use technology in their learning

•

Very few FE or HE students cited friends or family as supporting them most to use technology in their learning
(FE: 12%, HE 9%)

•

Both FE and HE students were least likely to cite other support staff as supporting them most to use
technology in their learning (FE: 6%, HE 4%). This does not mean that students were not contacting support
staff at all: they may have contacted support staff after speaking with other students or lecturers first

FIGURE 25. THE PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS WHO SAID THAT EITHER OTHER STUDENTS , LECTURERS ON THEIR
COURSE , OTHER SUPPORT STAFF , FRIENDS AND FAMILY OR ONLINE VIDEOS AND RESOURCES SUPPORTED THEM MOST
TO USE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY IN THEIR LEARNING
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Q22. Which of these would be most useful to you as a learner? More …

Students were asked which of these choices would be most useful to them as a learner and could only tick one
choice from: interactive polls or quizzes in class, time working online with other students, practice questions
available online, references and readings and course-related videos. Results are summarised in Figure 26.
•

38% of HE students cited practice questions available online, making this a clear favourite

•

There was no clear favourite for FE learners. A quarter of respondents selected interactive poll or quizzes in
class, practice questions available online and course-related videos equally

•

When asked what would be most useful to them as a learner, FE learners were more likely to choose time
working online with other learners compared to HE students (FE: 15%, HE: 7%). This mirrors the finding in
question 15 where FE learners said that they were more likely to have discussed coursework with other
learners in their learning environment over the past week than HE students

•

HE students were more likely to choose references and readings compared to FE learners (FE: 10%, HE:
18%),

FIGURE 26. THE PERCENTAGE OF FE AND HE STUDENTS WHO , WHEN ASKED WHICH OF THESE CHOICES WOULD BE
MOST USEFUL TO THEM AS A LEARNER , SAID MORE … (CAN ONLY TICK ONE CHOICE )
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Q23. Please give an example of a digital tool or app you find really useful for learning

This free text question asked students to nominate a useful digital tool or app that they used in their own learning.
10,604 FE and 11,707 HE students answered this question.
Figure 27 shows the weighted word count of terms used by FE learners when describing useful digital tools and
apps used in their learning. There were 244 different terms found in ten responses or more.
Figure 28 shows the weighted word count of terms used by HE students when describing useful digital tools and
apps used in their learning. There were 450 terms found in 11 responses or more.
FIGURE 27. A WORD CLOUD ILLUSTRATING THE FREQUENCY OF TERMS USED BY ALL FE LEARNERS WHO RESPONDED
TO THE QUESTION ‘PLEASE GIVE AN EXAMPLE OF A DIGITAL TOOL OR APP YOU FIND REALLY USEFUL FOR LEARNING ’
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FIGURE 28. A WORD CLOUD ILLUSTRATING THE FREQUENCY OF TERMS USED BY ALL HE STUDENTS WHO RESPONDED
TO THE QUESTION ‘PLEASE GIVE AN EXAMPLE OF A DIGITAL TOOL OR APP YOU FIND REALLY USEFUL FOR LEARNING ’
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TABLE 13. THE RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF APPLICATION TYPES IDENTIFIED BY FE LEARNERS WHEN ASKED ‘WHICH
APPS OR PLATFORMS OUTSIDE OF THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT HAVE YOU USED TO DISCUSS OR COLLABORATE ON
COURSEWORK WITH OTHER STUDENTS ?’

Code

Number of items

As a % of all FE responses

Learning environment

2,155

20.3%

Quiz and test

1,905

18.0%

Online learning

1,392

13.1%

Online research

887

8.4%

Video conferencing

640

6.0%

Device

478

4.5%

Resource type

452

4.3%

Writing

424

4.0%

Specialist

315

3.0%

Design

214

2.0%

Study aid

194

1.8%

File management

182

1.7%

Productivity

161

1.5%

Lecture resources

141

1.3%

Note making

90

0.8%

Communication

75

0.7%

Social media

65

0.6%

Curation

57

0.5%

Presentation

42

0.4%

Coding

16

0.2%
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TABLE 14. THE RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF APPLICATION TYPES IDENTIFIED BY HE STUDENTS WHEN ASKED ‘WHICH
APPS OR PLATFORMS OUTSIDE OF THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT THEY HAD USED] TO DISCUSS OR COLLABORATE ON
COURSEWORK WITH OTHER STUDENTS ?’
Code

Number of items

As a % of all HE responses

Online learning

2,211

18.9%

Quiz and test

1,691

14.4%

Online research

1,659

14.2%

Learning environment

1,486

12.7%

Resource type

987

8.4%

Lecture resources

950

8.1%

Note making

866

7.4%

Specialist

464

4.0%

Device

419

3.6%

Writing

377

3.2%

Study aid

352

3.0%

File management

344

2.9%

Referencing

321

2.7%

Social media

181

1.5%

Coding

176

1.5%

Presentation

175

1.5%

Collaboration

143

1.2%

Productivity

132

1.1%

Video conferencing

132

1.1%

Design

91

0.8%

Voice to text

67

0.6%

Communication

66

0.6%

Data analysis

61

0.5%

Time management

48

0.4%

e-assessment

28

0.2%

e-portfolio

13

0.1%

FE and HE respondents had the same four types of application as their top choices for learning, though in different
orders of preference. These were: their learning environment (top for FE), other online learning materials (top for
HE), quiz and test applications (second for both groups), and online research tools such as search engines and
library catalogues.
The popularity of online learning materials has gone up among both groups of learners when compared with last
year’s respondents. For example, 11.3% of FE responses and 15.3% of HE responses included YouTube as a
‘really useful’ app for learning. Last year’s figures were 4% for FE and 3% for HE. Other qualitative responses (eg
to Q34) confirm that many of these students like to use video as a learning resource.
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Within these broad categories, FE and HE students preferred different tools. Many differences can be explained by
organisational choices: ‘Classrooms’ is widely used as a learning environment in FE, but not in HE; ‘JSTOR’ is not
mentioned in FE but features in the HE list for online research. Other differences seem more driven by personal
preference. In FE, ‘Google’ as a search engine is mentioned 20 times more often than ‘Google Scholar’, while in
HE ‘Google Scholar’ is mentioned almost twice as often as ‘Google’ alone. Among HE students 7.4% chose a notemaking app and 2.7% a referencing app, while these were hardly mentioned by FE learners at all. Compared with
FE learners, HE students expressed a preference for a wider range of coding, design and data analysis tools.
A brief analysis was made of the verbs used to give an indication of what the named tools were useful for, when
students specified this. Among both HE and FE students the top verb was ‘learn’ and its compounds. For FE
learners the next most common verb was ‘watch’ while for HE students it was ‘read’, followed by ‘listen’. ‘Revise’
and ‘practice’ featured strongly in both lists.

Q24. As part of your course, how often do you …

Students were asked how often they carried out six different named digital activities during their course teaching.
These were: use live polls or quizzes in class, work with data (eg analysis, visualisation), work online with other
learners, create a digital record or portfolio of your learning, get digital feedback on your work and use simulations,
virtual or augmented reality (VR or AR), and could answer ‘weekly or more’, ‘monthly or less’, or ‘never’.
Percentage summary results are shown in Figure 29 and Figure 30.
•

FE learners were more likely to carry out five of the six digital activities on a weekly or more basis compared to
HE students

•

The only activity HE students were more likely to carry out on a weekly or more basis was working with data
(eg analysis, visualisation) (FE: 35%, HE 37%). However, almost a quarter of HE students said they never
work with data (23%)

•

FE learners were much more likely to get digital feedback on their work on a weekly or more frequent basis,
compared to HE students (FE: 45%, HE 22%)

•

FE learners were also much more likely to work online with other learners on a weekly or more frequent basis,
compared to HE students (FE: 31%, HE 18%). Significant numbers of students said they never worked online
with other learners (FE: 33%, HE: 44%)

•

41% of HE students never used live polls or quizzes in class, compared to 27% of FE learners. Only 16% of
HE students and 24% of FE learners used them on a weekly or more frequent basis

•

4% of HE students never created a digital record or portfolio of their learning, compared to 31% of FE learners.
Only 21% of HE students and 30% of FE learners created them on a weekly or more frequent basis

•

71% of FE and 79% of HE students said they never used simulations, virtual or augmented reality as part of
their course. Only 9% of FE and 6% of HE students said they carried this out on a weekly or more frequent
basis
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FIGURE 29. THE PERCENTAGE OF FE LEARNERS WHO SAID THAT THEY CARRIED OUT THE FOLLOWING DIGITAL
ACTIVITIES AS PART OF THEIR COURSE TEACHING AND LEARNING , EITHER ‘WEEKLY OR MORE ’, ‘MONTHLY OR LESS ’,
OR ‘NEVER ’

Use live polls or quizzes in class

24%

Work with data (eg analysis, visualisation)

49%

35%

27%

44%

21%

Work online with other learners

31%

37%

33%

Create a digital record/portfolio of your learning

30%

38%

31%

Get digital feedback on your work
Use simulations, virtual or augmented reality (VR
or AR)

Weekly or more

45%

9%

41%

19%

Monthly or less

14%

71%

Never
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FIGURE 30. THE PERCENTAGE OF HE STUDENTS WHO SAID THAT THEY CARRIED OUT THE FOLLOWING DIGITAL
ACTIVITIES AS PART OF THEIR COURSE TEACHING AND LEARNING , EITHER ‘WEEKLY OR MORE ’, ‘MONTHLY OR LESS ’,
OR ‘NEVER ’

Use live polls or quizzes in class

16%

Work with data (eg analysis, visualisation)

Work online with other learners

43%

37%

18%

Create a digital record/portfolio of your learning

21%

Get digital feedback on your work

22%

Use simulations, virtual or augmented reality (VR
or AR)

Weekly or more

41%

40%

23%

38%

44%

34%

45%

6% 14%

Monthly or less

68%

10%

79%

Never
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Q25. Overall, how motivated are you to use technology to support your learning?

Students were asked to say how motivated they were in using technology to support their learning. They could tick
one statement from a range of five options ranging from ‘very motivated’ to ‘not at all motivated’. Percentage
summary results are shown in Figure 31.
•

69% of FE and 83% of HE students said they felt ‘very’ or ‘quite’ motivated to use technology to support their
learning

•

Only 5% of FE and 3% of HE students said they felt ‘not very’ or not at all’ motivated to use technology to
support their learning

FIGURE 31. THE PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS WHO RATED THEIR MOTIVATION IN USING TECHNOLOGY AS EITHER ‘VERY
MOTIVATED , ‘QUITE MOTIVATED , ‘NEUTRAL ’, ‘NOT VERY MOTIVATED , OR ‘NOT AT ALL MOTIVATED

45%
41%
38%

27%

26%

14%

4%

Very motivated

Quite motivated

Neutral

FE

3%

2%

1%

Not very motivated Not at all motivated

HE
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Q26. How much do you agree that most of the teachers on your course …

Students were asked how much they agreed with three statements about the support they received from teachers
on their course. They could choose to ‘agree’, remain ‘neutral’, or ‘disagree’ with each. Data is summarised in
Figure 32 and Figure 33.
•

FE learners were slightly more likely than HE students to agree that most teachers on their course made
good use of digital tools and platforms (FE: 64%, HE: 61%)

•

FE learners were a lot more likely than HE students to agree that most teachers on their course helped
them with the digital tools they use for learning (FE: 55%, HE: 42%). 15% of HE students disagreed with
the statement

•

A similar percentage of FE and HE students agreed that most teachers on their course signposted them to
useful digital resources (FE: 55%, HE: 56%)

FIGURE 32. THE PERCENTAGE OF FE LEARNERS WHO AGREED , HAD A NEUTRAL OPINION , OR DISAGREED WHEN
ASKED ABOUT THREE ASPECTS OF SUPPORT THEY RECEIVED FROM TEACHERS ON THEIR COURSE

4%

Make good use of digital tools and platforms

64%

32%

Help you with the digital tools you use for
learning

55%

38%

7%

Signpost you to useful digital resources

55%

39%

6%

Agree

Neutral

Disagree
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FIGURE 33. THE PERCENTAGE OF HE STUDENTS WHO AGREED , HAD A NEUTRAL OPINION , OR DISAGREED WHEN
ASKED ABOUT THREE ASPECTS OF SUPPORT THEY RECEIVED FROM TEACHERS ON THEIR COURSE

Make good use of digital tools and platforms
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Q27. Overall, how would you rate the quality of digital teaching and learning on your course?
Students were asked to rate the quality of digital teaching and learning on their course using a Likert scale of
adjectives derived from the system usability scale 12. Percentage summary results are shown in Figure 34.
•

The average (mean and median) FE and HE student rating for the quality of digital teaching and learning on
their course was ‘good’

•

76% of FE and 77% of HE students rated the quality of digital teaching and learning on their course as ‘good’,
‘excellent’ or ‘best imaginable’

•

Only 5% of both FE and HE students rated the quality of digital teaching and learning on their course as ‘poor’,
‘awful’ or the ‘worst imaginable’

•

The average (mean and median) rating for the quality of digital teaching and learning on their course at the
organisational level was ‘good’ in both FE and HE

FIGURE 34. THE RATING SCORES FROM FE AND HE STUDENTS WHEN ASKED TO PROVIDE AN OVERALL QUALITY
RATING FOR THE DIGITAL TEACHING AND LEARNING ON THEIR COURSE
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28%

44%
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3% 4%
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1% 1%

1% 0%
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imaginable
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The aim of this adjective scale is to create something that is more interesting and holds more meaning to people
than a 1 – 10 scale. For the original open source reference for this work – and a copy of the SUS statements –
please see uxpajournal.org/wp-content/uploads/pdf/JUS_Bangor_May2009.pdf
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Q28. To improve the quality of digital teaching and learning … what one thing should your
organisation do?

Students were asked to describe what their organisation could do to improve the quality of digital teaching and
learning. 8,499 FE and 11,301 HE students completed a free text response to this question.
This question was designed to yield actionable information to participating organisations. As anticipated, students
used this opportunity to raise the issues that they most urgently wanted changed. Their answers do not provide a
balanced view of their digital experience, nor do they necessarily reveal the issues that would be at the top of
students’ priorities at other colleges and universities. The following figures and analysis should be read with these
provisos in mind.
Figure 35 shows the 703 different terms recorded in at least eight or more responses from FE learners, weighted
according to the frequency with which they appeared.
Figure 36 shows the 937 different terms recorded in at least 11 or more responses from HE students, weighted
according to the frequency with which they appeared.
FIGURE 35. A WORD CLOUD ILLUSTRATING THE FREQUENCY OF TERMS USED BY ALL FE LEARNERS WHO RESPONDED
TO THE QUESTION ‘T O IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF DIGITAL TEACHING AND LEARNING … WHAT ONE THING SHOULD
YOUR ORGANISATION DO ?’
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FIGURE 36. A WORD CLOUD ILLUSTRATING THE FREQUENCY OF TERMS USED BY ALL HE STUDENTS WHO RESPONDED
TO THE QUESTION ‘T O IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF DIGITAL TEACHING AND LEARNING … WHAT ONE THING SHOULD
YOUR ORGANISATION DO ?’
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TABLE 15. THE THEMES IDENTIFIED BY 450 HE AND FE STUDENTS WHEN ASKED ‘TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF
DIGITAL TEACHING AND LEARNING ... WHAT ONE THING SHOULD YOUR ORGANISATION DO ?’ (T HE NUMBER AFTER
EACH THEME IS THE RAW SCORE OF RESPONSES CODED WITH THAT THEME . SOME RESPONSES WERE CODED WITH
MORE THAN ONE THEME .)
FE summary themes

HE summary themes

Give teaching staff the digital skills to support students
effectively (19)

Give teaching staff the digital skills to support students
effectively (24)

More quizzes, polls and interactive learning in class
(18)

Record all lectures and upload promptly (24)

Improve consistency and navigation of the learning
environment with a simple page structure (17)

Improve navigation and consistency of lay-out in the
Learning Environment (24)

Make sure everyone in class can access a computer
(11)

More interactivity and collaboration in digital learning
(23)

Improve wifi reliability and speed (10)

Better access to digital e-textbooks (13)

Actively teach students to use digital platforms and
resources (9)

More interactive activities in lectures such as polls and
quizzes (11)

Provide links to sites and resources relevant to the
course (9)

Train and practice with subject / industry specialist
software (10)

Respond to in a timely way to student
emails/communications (8)

Offer videos, podcasts and interactive resources to
support learning (9)

Communicate expectations and instructions clearly (7)

Clear notifications about course schedule, updates and
deadlines (8)

Record lectures and make them available online (7)

Long term device loans to help level the playing field
(7)

More course materials available digitally (6)
Offer live online teaching sessions* (6)
*These responses seemed to relate to the post-lockdown situation. See note to the section on COVID-19 quotes on
page 69.
Indicative quotes
Access to hardware
•
•
•
•

“It was difficult to record all notes in class with no devices.” (HE)
“Laptops or tablets should be given on long term loans because some people do not
have laptops and then find it hard to meet their deadline.” (FE)
“Students loan/borrow appliances such as laptops as some students have not got a
laptop or computer at home.” (FE)
“Generally, I find this to be just another place where I feel excluded, and just plain poor,
when compared to my peers.” (HE)

Access to software
•

“Notepad ++ is not available in the library although it is a basic software for writing code.”

•

“We should receive help financially for Osmosis, which costs a lot and is truly really
helpful and facilitates our learning to a large extent.” (HE)

(HE)
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•
•

“Make sure the software we have to use can be accessed by all rather than some people
with better devices being able to do things quicker.” (FE)
“Student desktop would also be nice, so I can access things at home rather than going
back and forth from a USB.” (FE)

Infrastructure
•
•
•

“I have had to use the hotspot on my phone due to the wifi not working.” (HE)
“Frequent wifi outages and long loading times for teachers’ desktops really disrupts the
digital teaching/learning.” (FE)
“Without internet, the Chromebooks won't even let you log in.” (FE)

Digital environment (navigable/consistent)
•
•
•
•

“If all departments had a house standard and agreed to put critical information in the
same labelled place that would make life a lot less stressful.” (HE)
“After helping at the open day this was one of the recurring questions I was asked: ‘how
do you access the online learning materials.’” (HE)
“It would be way less confusing if we only had to check one platform and it would have
messages and info about ALL the assignments.” (FE)
“Put ALL the work set in the assignment section so it is all together because I get so
confused.” (FE)

Learning resources
•

•

“I do think teachers should maybe have their own podcast channel, where they can keep
students (and other listeners) updated on newer issues, whilst students may be working
out or cleaning!” (HE)
“There are still e-books I can’t see online and have to spend £100 or more to buy a book
to only use for one term.” (HE)

Interactivity
•
•
•
•

“I think it aids to consolidate what we listened to in the lectures, as well as pinpoint to us
where we got it wrong.” (HE)
“More interactive activities online such as polls or quizzes.” (HE)
“Exercises are key, especially if they are interactive.” (FE)
“I think that it would help if they got more interactive software.” (FE)

Lecture recordings
•
•
•

“They help students catch up when the lecturer has talked too fast.” (HE)
“I wish they would record the lectures we take in the class like all the other universities so
that we can go back and go over them again at home.” (HE)
“The previous system allowed you to separate audio and video so that you could save
the audio for offline listening.” (HE)
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Digital pedagogy
•
•
•

“Focus on tools used in the field and develop pedagogy around that.” (HE)
“Technology would be best used to save time in the classroom so that we could get more
time to do more practical teaching.” (FE)
“Stop rushing and spend more quality teaching time.” (FE)

Teaching staff skills
•
•
•
•
•

“When lecturers are forced to use technology they are not already familiar with it
decreases the quality of the teaching.” (HE)
“Encourage experienced staff to keep developing their skills using new innovative
resources.” (HE)
“It's often the case students are teaching/showing staff how to use systems.” (HE)
“Some teachers do not have the adequate technological knowledge or confidence to
make full use of such technology.” (FE)
“We students timed one of the lecturers on how long it took for them to access the
learning materials they needed and it took 35 minutes of a 2 hour lesson.” (FE)

Assessment and feedback
•
•

“Submit more of the work on Google Classroom so it’s all in one place.” (FE).
“To know where we are doing well and where we are not performing well.” (FE)
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Theme four: developing your digital skills
Q29. Which of these skills does your organisation offer support for you to develop?

Students were asked which digital skills they were offered support to develop by their organisation. They could tick
more than one choice. Percentage summary results are shown in Figure 37.

•

HE students were most likely to say their organisation supported them to develop their research and
information skills (FE: 57%, HE: 67%)

•

HE students were much more likely to say their organisation supported them to develop their data analysis
skills, compared to FE learners (FE: 26%, HE: 43%)

•

Similar percentages of FE and HE students said their organisation supported them to develop their basic IT
skills (FE: 62%, HE: 61%)

•

Around a fifth of FE and a third of HE students said their organisation supported them to develop their use of
specialist software (FE: 22%, HE: 34%)

•

FE learners were slightly more likely than HE students to say their organisation supported them to create digital
materials (FE: 27%, HE: 21%)

•

Less than a fifth of students said their organisation supported them to manage their digital identity (FE: 19%,
HE: 17%)

FIGURE 37. THE PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS WHO SAID THAT THEY WERE OFFERED SUPPORT TO DEVELOP DIGITAL
SKILLS BY THEIR ORGANISATION
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Q30. How much do you agree that your organisation provides you with …

Students were asked how much they agreed with two statements about the guidance they received in relation to
the digital skills they needed for their course and the opportunities they had to assess their digital skills, for
example, for career planning. They could choose to ‘agree’, remain ‘neutral’, or ‘disagree’ with each statement.
Data is summarised in Figure 38 and Figure 39. 51% of both FE and HE students agreed that their organisation
provided guidance about the digital skills they needed for their course
•

Only around four in ten FE learners and a third of HE students agreed that their organisation provides the
chance for them to assess their digital skills (eg for careers planning). 20% of HE students disagreed with the
statement

FIGURE 38. THE PERCENTAGE OF FE LEARNERS WHO AGREED , HAD A NEUTRAL OPINION , OR DISAGREED WHEN
ASKED ABOUT ASPECTS OF ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT FOR DIGITAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
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your course

The chance to assess your digital skills (eg for
career planning)

Agree

Neutral
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Disagree
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FIGURE 39. THE PERCENTAGE OF HE STUDENTS WHO AGREED , HAD A NEUTRAL OPINION , OR DISAGREED WHEN
ASKED ABOUT ASPECTS OF ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT FOR DIGITAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
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Q31. How much do you agree that you are informed about …

Students were asked how much they agreed with four statements about various aspects of organisational support
and provision. They could choose to ‘agree’, remain ‘neutral’, or ‘disagree’. Data is summarised in Figure 40 and
Figure 41. FE learners were more likely to agree to three of the four statements asking if they are informed about
various aspects of organisational support and provision, compared to HE students
•

HE students are much more likely to agree that they are informed about online copyright and plagiarism,
compared to FE learners (FE: 58%, HE: 78%)

•

Nearly three in ten HE students (28%) disagreed that they are informed about their health and wellbeing as a
technology user. 54% of FE and 33% of HE students agreed with the statement

•

Only 41% of HE students agreed that they are informed about staying safe online compared with 63% of FE
learners

•

Only 45% of HE students agreed that they are informed about keeping personal data safe compared with 58%
of FE learners

FIGURE 40. THE PERCENTAGE OF FE LEARNERS WHO AGREED , HAD A NEUTRAL OPINION , OR DISAGREED WHEN
ASKED IF THEY ARE INFORMED ABOUT VARIOUS ASPECTS OF ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT AND PROVISION
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FIGURE 41. THE PERCENTAGE OF HE STUDENTS WHO AGREED , HAD A NEUTRAL OPINION , OR DISAGREED WHEN
ASKED IF THEY ARE INFORMED ABOUT VARIOUS ASPECTS OF ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT AND PROVISION
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Q32. When have you discussed your digital skills?

Students were asked to say when they had discussed their digital skills and were presented with four settings
(during induction, in one to one sessions with tutors, in lessons or classes, with other students), or in none of the
these. They could tick more than one choice. Percentage summary results are shown in Figure 42.
•

HE students were most likely to say they had discussed their digital skills with other students (FE: 35%, HE:
45%), whereas FE learners were most likely to have discussed them in lectures and classes (FE: 42%, HE:
39%)

•

Around a third of FE students and four in ten HE students discussed their digital skills during induction (FE:
33%, HE: 39%)

•

FE learners are much more likely to discuss their digital skills during one to ones with tutors, compared to HE
students (FE: 28%, HE: 15%)

•

Around a fifth of students have not discussed their digital skills in any of the four different situations listed (FE:
20%, HE: 21%)

FIGURE 42. THE PERCENTAGE OF FE AND HE STUDENTS WHO SAID THAT THEY DISCUSSED THEIR DIGITAL SKILLS IN A
RANGE OF DIFFERENT SITUATIONS , OR ALTERNATIVELY , DID NOT
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Q33. Overall, how would you rate the quality of support you get from your organisation to
develop your digital skills?

Students were asked to rate the quality of their organisation’s support to develop their digital skills using a Likert
scale of adjectives derived from the system usability scale 13. Percentage summary results are shown in Figure 43.
•

The average (mean and median) FE and HE student rating for the quality of support they got from their
organisation to develop their digital skills was ‘good’

•

66% of FE and 60% of HE students rated the quality of support they got from their organisation to develop their
digital skills as ‘good’, ‘excellent’ or ‘best imaginable’

•

7% of FE and 11% of HE students rated the quality of support they got from their organisation to develop their
digital skills as ‘poor’, ‘awful’ or the ‘worst imaginable’

•

The average (mean and median) rating for the quality of support they get from their organisation to develop
their digital skills at the organisational level was ‘good’ in both FE and HE

FIGURE 43. THE RATING SCORES FROM FE AND HE STUDENTS WHEN ASKED TO PROVIDE AN OVERALL QUALITY
RATING FOR THEIR ORGANISATION ’S SUPPORT FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIGITAL SKILLS
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The aim of this adjective scale is to create something that is more interesting and holds more meaning to people
than a 1 – 10 scale. For the original open source reference for this work – and a copy of the SUS statements –
please see uxpajournal.org/wp-content/uploads/pdf/JUS_Bangor_May2009.pdf
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Q34. To help develop your digital skills … what one thing should your organisation do?

Students were asked to describe what their organisation could do to help develop their digital skills. 4,344 FE and
8,492 HE students completed a free text response to this question.
This question was designed to yield actionable information to participating organisations. As anticipated, students
used this opportunity to raise the issues that they most urgently wanted changed. Their answers do not provide a
balanced view of their digital experience, nor do they necessarily reveal the issues that would be at the top of
students’ priorities at other colleges and universities. The following figures and analysis should be read with these
provisos in mind.
Figure 44 shows the 772 different terms recorded in four or more responses from FE learners, weighted according
to the frequency with which they appeared.
Figure 45 shows the 796 different terms recorded in eight or more responses from HE students, weighted
according to the frequency with which they appeared.
FIGURE 44. A WORD CLOUD ILLUSTRATING THE FREQUENCY OF TERMS USED BY ALL FE LEARNERS WHO RESPONDED
… WHAT ONE THING SHOULD YOUR ORGANISATION DO ?’

TO THE QUESTION ‘TO HELP DEVELOP YOUR DIGITAL SKILLS
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FIGURE 45. A WORD CLOUD ILLUSTRATING THE FREQUENCY OF TERMS USED BY ALL HE STUDENTS WHO RESPONDED
TO THE QUESTION ‘TO HELP DEVELOP YOUR DIGITAL SKILLS … WHAT ONE THING SHOULD YOUR ORGANISATION DO ?’

A proportionally representative random sample of 450 responses (216 from FE learners and 234 from HE
students), was selected and coded.
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TABLE 16. THE THEMES IDENTIFIED BY 450 FE AND HE STUDENTS WHEN ASKED ‘TO DEVELOP YOUR DIGITAL SKILLS
... WHAT ONE THING SHOULD YOUR ORGANISATION DO ?’
The number after each theme is the raw score of responses coded with that theme. Some responses were coded
with more than one theme. The table is split into types of support, content of support (ie the skills mentioned as
needing support), and other themes.
Type of support: FE

Type of support: HE

Dedicated classes (36) (including training (4))

Course-based (51)

One-to-one (20)

Dedicated workshops (45, including 4 ‘practical’ - note
the similarity to ‘training’)

Course-based (skills in the context of course teaching)
(18)

Online resources (videos and training) (31)

Online resources (mainly videos) (15)

Signposting (15)

Tutorials (11)

Help/support (14)

Help/support (10)

Tutorials (13)

Better course teaching with digital (10)

Induction (11)

Information, advice & guidance (8)

Training (10)

I don’t need digital skills (5); I teach myself (3)

(Self)-assessment (9)
One-to-one (6)
I don’t need digital skills (5)
Peer support (3)

Type of digital skill: FE

Type of digital skill: HE

Use of college digital platforms (12)

Subject-specialist software and skills (31)

Workplace digital skills (10), including use of Office (4)

Workplace digital skills (19) including use of Office (3)

Basic IT skills (4, but often implied)

Use of university digital platforms (17)

Other digital learning skills (4)

Data analysis (15)

Online research (4)

Information skills (9 - 2 specifically searching for
videos)

Subject specialist software (3)

Data privacy and security (9)
Basic IT skills (7)
Referencing and general research skills (6)
Coding and programming (5)
Creative eg photoshop, game design (5)
Writing (3)
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Other key themes: FE

Other key themes: HE

Assess and respond to individual needs (19)

Signpost relevant digital skills courses/resources to
students (15)

Give more time to practice digital skills (14)

Opt-in workshops to ensure they are relevant (eg at
appropriate level) (11)

Make skills sessions practical, ‘real life’, task-based
(10)

Provide practice in the use of subject specialist tools (9)

Support digital skills regularly (7) most often weekly

Offer training and skills courses beyond the induction
period (8)

Address issues with software/learning environment (9)

Provide opportunities to (self-)assess digital skills eg as
part of career readiness (8)

Ensure access to suitable devices (8)

Lack of access to specialist software (on own devices)
is a barrier (6)

Use more digital in course teaching (7)

Address issues with learning environment (6)

HE respondents specified the type of support they wanted more often and more clearly than FE students, eg within
courses of study, in stand-alone workshops, as online training. Many FE respondents simply requested
opportunities to ‘talk about’ their digital skills, presumably with course tutors and/or personal tutors. Online
resources for skills development were often specified as video, though more students asked for face to face
opportunities than online.
HE respondents also referred to the content (topic) of the support they wanted, eg data analysis, research and
information skills, more often. FE respondents were more likely to repeat the phrase ‘digital skills’ without
specifying this any further.
Both FE and HE students referred to issues not directly related to developing digital skills but presenting barriers or
perceived barriers to skills development. These included access to hardware, wifi, software and suitable learning
spaces. FE students gave more of these ‘barrier’ type responses than HE students.
HE respondents were more likely to want ‘signposting’ to courses and resources, while FE students were more
likely to want information, advice and guidance directly from their course tutors. Respondents in both sectors
identified a need for more practice with digital technologies and for practical digital tasks to be included ‘regularly’ in
courses of study.
Some respondents asked for a personal (self) assessment of digital skills: HE students were more likely to ask for
this as an aspect of career readiness, while FE students were more likely to ask for it at the start of a course to help
them understand the digital skills required for learning.
Indicative quotes
Introduce digital platforms from the start
•
•

“It would also be useful to know upon acceptance to a course what software will be used
so people can start to understand how it works sooner.” (HE)
“Introduce all digital software to all students during induction.” (HE)

Support digital skills throughout the course
•

“Incorporate classes about technology in other parts of the year, not just induction week.”

•

“Spend more time explaining and working on programs in class so we don’t have to try to
figure it outside of class.” (HE)

(HE)
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•
•

“It doesn't make sense that students have to figure this out for themselves.” (HE)
“Give lessons on basic online skills once a week instead of dedicating a whole unit to
something like ‘employability and communication skills’.” (FE)

Basic IT skills (don’t assume students have them)
•

“Not assume everyone knows what they're doing, look for the students who need help.”

•

“Teach us basic computer skills on Microsoft word and stuff because we all have phones
and don’t understand it.” (FE)
“Luckily for me, I know how to do it but more mature students who weren’t as up to date
with technology were not.” (FE)

•

(HE)

Practical focus
•
•
•

“Examples are what help the most.” (HE)
“Lectures are very academic and theoretical. we need practical modules also.” (HE)
“Show us how and have us do.” (FE)

Make it relevant to students’ futures
•
•
•
•

“A bimonthly (1 per 2 months) review with a career advice mentor or industry
professional.” (HE)
“Not basic things we already know but more advanced and focused courses on what we
as individuals want to do in our future careers.” (FE)
“Everyone knows how to use Google drive and no one needs to know how to code a
progress bar.” (FE)
“The course needs to be more relevant to real time jobs available.” (FE)

Online resources
•
•
•
•

“A quick, clear, good quality audio to help with navigating software.” (HE)
“Do recorded videos of the skills workshops instead of doing them on live and only for
limited spaces.” (HE)
“A resource such as LinkedIn Learning to allow for independent study.” (FE)
“Provide guidance to websites or other materials that can help to develop skills.” (FE)

Face to face support when it’s needed
•
•

“Perhaps implement ‘technology helpers’ (more tech-savvy students) that wouldn’t mind
helping other students with tech-related issues.” (HE)
“Hold smaller tutorial classes - I've only ever been in huge IT tutorials which make it a lot
harder to follow.” (HE)

Signposting and information
•
•

“Keep me informed of the digital technologies that the university pays for as often I don't
know what I am missing.” (HE)
“Tell us about all the tools and apps that are available that we probably don't even know
about…!!!” (HE)
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•

“I honestly cannot recount any proper discussion or offer of help regarding digital skills,
so start there.” (HE)

Access to specialist software
•
•

“Software packages that we can have on our laptops throughout our years of study in
fine art so that we can work from home and spend time learning how to use them.” (HE)
“Allow Prism8 statistical software to be downloaded on private computers as well as
those on the campus.” (HE)

Consider digital identity and wellbeing
•
•

“I don't hear my instructors speak about things like keeping my personal information safe
online, or my health and wellbeing as a technology user, ever.” (HE)
“It really scares me when I don't know what to do in situations (hacking, phishing, racism
online) and I don't know how to protect myself.” (FE)

Respond to student needs
•
•
•
•
•

“We should have one to ones in class in order to assess our skills and identify areas we
could personally develop.” (HE)
“Initially do more to find out about people’s competences.” (HE)
“Would like more conversations about my skills and how I can improve based on work
I've completed.” (FE)
“Look for the students who need help and give them instruction and advice.” (FE)
“A quiz that talks about the different types of skills, that I can use on the computer.” (FE)

Engage with students
•
•
•

“Allow us to come up with our own ways of using technology to solve problems.” (FE)
“Listen to the students that complain about the support system.” (FE)
“Talk to students about how to use it.” (FE)

Support teaching staff too
•
•
•

“Actually drive the development of those skills, starting with the lecturers.” (HE)
“It would be good if tutors had day courses of digital technology and how to use it so they
could then help us in classes.” (FE)
“Have tutors that know how to use the apps they recommend.” (FE)

Support for digital not needed
•
•

“I know how to use a computer and the associated technology and I'd rather time wasn't
wasted on it when I'm trying to study the subject I've come here to study.” (HE)
“If there was a skill I'd want to learn I would be unlikely to turn to the uni for anything
other than the software license itself.” (HE)
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COVID-19 related comments from students

The survey was designed and launched, and data was mainly collected, before the lockdown on 23 March 2020 in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. While the pandemic situation may have influenced how students responded
to questions after that date, the questions were designed to refer to an ongoing digital experience and not to one
that might suddenly change in the middle of an academic year. Therefore, we cannot know in general whether
responses collected after 23 March 2020 were intended to relate to the current situation, or to the ongoing and
‘normal’ digital experience that they were originally designed to explore.
What is clear from analysis of responses to the longer free-text questions, question 28 and question 34, is that
some students did take the opportunity to discuss their pandemic experience. However, these responses often took
the pandemic as implied context without referring to it explicitly, using terms such as ‘currently’ or ‘in this situation’
or ‘learning from home’. We took the decision only to quote responses where the context was unambiguous. There
were 35 comments in the corpus that included one of the terms ‘covid’, ‘corona’ or ‘pandemic’, and some of these
comments are illustrated below. They are indicative only and should not be taken as representative of the
population of respondents overall.
Within these comments, common themes were:
• Feelings of disconnection and requests for more contact and support
• Requests for more recorded lectures
• Support for basic skills of digital access to learning
• Requests for loans of laptops
• The need for staff training on use of digital communication and conferencing for teaching
• Better remote access to university and college systems
• A need for consistency in use of technology and feedback methods
Indicative quotes:
•

“Offer long term loans of laptops and/or tablets to students who do not have access to a
digital device. Since the outbreak of coronavirus students from poorer socioeconomic
backgrounds have had to spend money (some having to go into their overdraft) on laptops
etc because they have depended upon library technology. They are well within their right as
a paying student to rely on library technology. They have now been left without any support
and are somehow expected to complete their degree as normal.” (HE)

•

“Start recording the lectures (especially now) but for also when this coronavirus situation
calms down as it is useful to reflect on some points you wouldn't get simply reading their
notes.” (HE)

•

“We are learning independently from home, yet the slides are extremely vague, nowhere
near detailed enough to write 6 essays in 4 weeks and teachers aren’t replying until 2 weeks
later if at all. MORE COMMUNICATION AND HELP WITH STUDENTS DURING
PANDEMIC!!!!!!!!!!” (HE)

•

“I can’t fault my course, particularly during COVID-19 they have made their best efforts to
allow us to finish our course with endless online resources and guidance to complete
quizzes!” (HE)

•

“It’s been hard to complete college work assignments at home with finding the work difficult.
Some of my teachers’ communication with me over email was poor as I would not hear back
from them for a while now. I have failed my course because of not being able to attend
college over the time period of COVID-19.” (FE)

•

“Record lectures to enable distance learning during COVID-19… some teachers do not use
slides/make presentations. This makes it very difficult for revision purposes.” (FE)

•

“During the coronavirus outbreak send a simple email with a word attachment of what work
you want us to do!!! None of your multiplatform systems work! I am contacting the local
paper next week to let them know how badly you are letting down the students!!!!!” (FE)
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Section 4:
Appendix 1: participating organisations
Our thanks to the following organisations who have given their permission to be named as participants in the Jisc
digital experience insights student survey 2019/20 and collected at least five responses from learners and students
between October 2019 and May 2020:
•

Aberystwyth University

•

Northern Regional College

•

Barton Peveril Sixth Form College

•

Nottingham College

•

Belfast Metropolitan College

•

Oldham Sixth Form College

•

Birmingham Metropolitan College

•

Peterborough Regional College

•

Bishop Grosseteste University

•

Petroc

•

Boston College

•

Queen’s University Belfast

•

Bournemouth University

•

Reaseheath College

•

Bridgend College

•

Royal Agricultural University

•

Brighton Hove and Sussex Sixth Form College

•

Royal Conservatoire of Scotland

•

Canterbury Christ Church University

•

SRUC

•

Cardiff and Vale College

•

Staffordshire University

•

Carmel College

•

Stoke-on-Trent College

•

Cheadle and Marple Sixth Form College

•

The Sheffield College

•

City of Glasgow College

•

The University of Northampton

•

City of Wolverhampton College

•

The University of Nottingham

•

City, University of London

•

University College London

•

Coleg Gwent

•

University of Aberdeen

•

Coleg Y Cymoedd

•

University of Bristol

•

Coventry College

•

University of Derby

•

DN Colleges Group

•

University of Glasgow

•

Exeter College

•

University of Hertfordshire

•

Grimsby Institute of Further and Higher
Education

•

University of Plymouth

Harlow College

•

•

University of Portsmouth

HCUC (Harrow College and Uxbridge College)

•

•

University of Salford

Lakes College West Cumbria

•

•

University of South Wales

London South Bank University

•

•

University of St Andrews

LTE Group

•

•

University of Stirling

Neath Port Talbot College

•

•

University of Ulster

New College Durham

•

•

Varndean College

New College Swindon

•

•

West Nottinghamshire College

•

North East Scotland College
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